THE RUN HOME
We hope all had a fantastic break, caught up with family and friends.
With Round 8/7 called off due to extreme temperatures. We returned to match days
the following week. Like a few other clubs, it has proven to be a difficult time of the
season, with an increase in the unavailability of many players; mostly due to injuries
and academic holidays.
The A-Grade continues on it’s way, currently on top of the Division 1 table. More wins
are required to cement a finals berth with 5 matches to go. This week the As are up
against title contender Adelaide Lutheran. A match that may shape the finals and home
ground advantages.
White need a few more points to compete in March. Accept the challenge.
This week is Derby II. Blue v White. Followed by the Quiz Night. Let’s all get on board
and have a great hit out and then back to the shed for our last social night of the
season.
Let’s finish strong and bring the season home.

PAST WEEKS
DIVISION 1
ROUND 9
Para Vista 2/76
(I.Martin 22*, Cossens 20)
Defeated
Desi Avengers 75
(Pope 3/11, Napoli 3/17,
Hodson 3/18)

ROUND 10
Para Vista 9/279
(Cossens 92, I.Martin38,
Bhujbal 26, Brown 20)
Defeated
VHP CC 113
(L.McLeod 4/27, T.Wilson 2/7,
Kirtland 2/18)

DIVISON 2
ROUND 8
Para Vista White 9/100
(Khatri 32, Burr 20)
Defeated by
Enfield United 7/208
(Starke 3/24, Khatri 2/39)
Para Vista Blue Forfeit

ROUND 9
Para Vista White 9/135
(Burr 30, B.Gardner 27, Starke
24*)
Defeated by
Adelaide Lutheran 3/137
(Starke 2/21)
Para Vista Blue Forfeit
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DESI DEMOLISHED AS THREE
BOWLERS BAG THREE
Round 9: Bit of a weird day weather wise as it was raining down at Seaton but the ground
was superb. As skipper Gummy was finalising his injury recovery, walking laps in his pool in
Bali, Luke McLeod took charge. As is the custom this season, lost the toss. Desi Avengers
elected to bat.
We started well with Luke McLeod and Josh Vines opening the bowling. Bowled tight for the
first 4 overs. Luke decided to bring on young swinger (I refer to his bowling) Harry Pope who
took a wicket in his second over and it was all downhill from there for the Desi Avengers.
Eddie Napoli came on and got a wicket in his first over. Josh took the next then Harry picked
up another couple. Tim Hodson was introduced to the attack getting a stumping which wasn’t
called and ending up with 3/18, 12 coming off his last over. Eddy ended up with 3/17, Harry
ended up with 3/11 Josh with 1/15 with Desi Avengers all out for 75 by the 21st over.

NEXT WEEK
February 3rd 2018

DIVISION 1 – RND 11
Para Vista A
vs
Adelaide Lutheran A
at The Sandpit

DIVISON 2 – RND 10

Contrary to his fielding reputation, Hoddo dropped 2 catches and mis-fielded about 3 balls.
Martini picked up Hoddo’s slack by taking 2 good catches at second slip.

Para Vista Blue
vs
Para Vista White
Edward Smith Reserve

Hoddo and Marc Cossens opened the batting and we were 22 after 2 chasing 75 cruising along
nicely before Cuz was caught behind on 20. Martini joined Hoddo at the crease while their
bowling became tighter. Eventually Hoddo was dismissed for 13 playing one onto the stumps.
Eddy came to the crease and he and Martini made the required runs by the 14th over. Eddy
made 8no and Martini 22no.

SPONSORS

The game was finished early meaning there was extra time for drinks. A special mention to
Megan Wilson who has banned early finish after the boys returned to her place, plying her
with alcohol leaving her to attend Noah’s Sunday Morning cricket game nursing a little bit of
a hangover!

WHITE SHORT V ENFIELD
Following on from a weekend of cricket cancelled due to heat, Para Vista’s White side were
faced with cool and blustery conditions upon arriving for their home game against a semi
stacked Enfield side. A heavy shower delayed the start of the match by half an hour
reducing the game to 36 overs per side, and when the coin fell in the oppositions favour,
the Goatherders were sent into the field first.
Missing 3 regular bowlers from their side but bolstered by some handy Blue team players (the
Blue team having no game), Brodie Lemon and Lochie Jackman shared the new ball duties.
Both players started strongly by bowling tight lines and lengths and runs were kept to a
minimum. The first chance of the match came off Lochie’s bowling when the former Div 1
batsman slashed a ball to Mayuresh at point. Falling forwards, Mayuresh was unable to grasp
it and in the process injured his thumb, which x-rays later showed had been broken. Not being
able to move it, he left the field for treatment and later for hospital, unfortunately leaving
the White side a fielder short for the last 30 overs. Next over Brodie tempted the same
batsman into another big shot, the result a sky high ball which caused Jacob Burr to backpedal
at mid on. With the swirling wind it was always going to be a tough catch to take, and
unfortunately this opportunity also was grassed. Despite these setbacks, Enfield had been
restricted to only 26 runs off the first ten overs.

SUPPORTER
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WHITE SHORT V ENFIELD cont.
EVENTS
Replacing Brodie into the strong wind was Noor Ali, his outswingers ideally suited to the
conditions. After a shaky start in his first over, Noor settled into his rhythm and with some
legside protection on the boundary, continued to keep the scoring rate down. Sam Chettri
replaced Jackman downwind and was greeted by the dropped opener with a couple of sixes.
After this initial flurry, Sam also settled into a rhythm and was rewarded in his 3rd over with a
wicket, the anchorman opener caught behind, Enfield 1/60. His next over was treated roughly
again, but also produced the wicket of the number three batsman lbw. When Noor grabbed a
wicket himself a couple of overs later, the White team were fighting back hard, Enfield 3/90
after 23 overs.
From there things started to go down hill. After a couple of strong appeals for caught behind
against the well set opener were denied, he thought that his luck must be in and decided to
start to swing hard, saving his dodgy knee from running. His batting partner decided to do
likewise, and runs flowed from the bat. A fielder less to plug the holes meant a constant
juggling act in the field, and all bowlers felt the pain of boundaries being hit. Sam (2/39 off 6)
and Noor (1/35 off 8) had their figures destroyed in a couple of overs, Jacob’s legspin cost him
17 in off one over, Tim Brown went for 28 off three overs, and Captain Starke also copped
some tap, 12 runs coming from his second over.

3rd February
Quiz Night
Theme: Jailhouse
Derby II
The Shed

TBC
Presentation
Fishing Trip

Finally with Enfield’s score on 166 the opener ran out of luck, bowled trying to ramp a Starke delivery over the keeper
and losing his middle stump. 110 runs were registered against his name, and Para Vista were left thinking what might
have been. Next ball produced another wicket with the stumps scattering, and the Para Vista lads were trying their best
to hang in there, Brodie (1/38 off 7) returning to take a wicket, Lochie (0/24 off 7) bowling well without luck (again),
and Starke (3/24 off 4) taking another wicket in the last over of the innings. Enfield had amassed 7/208 off their 36
overs, 118 of those coming from the last 13 overs of the innings.
Being a batsman short and facing a couple of decent bowlers, Para Vista’s first aim was to bat their allotted overs. Jacob
Burr and Tim Brown opened up and against some fast and accurate bowling, scoring being hard to come by. Tim hit
some excellent drives but was unable to pierce the field, and Jacob found few runs through his favoured cover point
region. Seeing off the opening bowlers (who bowled their allotted overs up front), the score sat at 0/20 after 18 overs.
With the bowling change, both Jacob and Tim started to try and open up some more, Jacob hitting a couple of excellent
boundaries before he spooned one and was caught for 20. Eggs Ben came and went next ball, and when young Mitch
Jackman followed suit after avoiding the hattrick, the Goatherders had lost 3 wickets in four balls to slump to 3/30.
From there the aim was to survive and get valuable batting practice. Tim Brown was next man out for 7 after denying
the Enfield bowlers for 25 overs, Brodie batting at number five, applied himself well to make 14. Sam batted at six and
Lochie at seven put on a nice 30 run partnership before the latter lost his wicket, Noor hit his first ball for four but was
unluckily out next ball, and Roger applied himself only to edge one onto his pads, which in turn ricocheted into his
stumps, leaving Para Vista 8/80 with four overs to go. Starke joined Sam at the crease to try and make it to the end of
the innings and found some humour when Sam, in creaming a boundary to the leg side, squished some sensitive bits
inside his protector and doubled over in agony. In obvious discomfort and in no fit state to run, Sam clubbed another
two boundaries before being bowled for 32, and without Mayuresh, the Vista’s innings closed at 9/100.
It was a hard loss to take. The dropped catches cost the side dearly, and in turn the tough situation caused the loss of
some spirit in the field. To the players credit, when this was raised, they responded and lifted as best they could, but it
was a tough day all around. The loss drops the White side out of the top four for the first time this season and with a
couple of key players still missing, it is hoped that a better performance and better luck will follow with a very winnable
game against Adelaide Lutheran looming next week.
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QUIZ NIGHT THIS WEEK.
This is our last social event of the season. (Presentation Night and Fishing Trip to be confirmed.) Please pop down, book
a table and come along.
Canteen will be open so please, NO BYO. OB’s Special prices for the night. The club will put on platters so let us know
you are coming. The club needs your support to keep the fees low.
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VHP STEAMING, PV STRONG
A stinker of a day greeted the First XI at Edward Smith Reserve. After baking for three days in 40+ degrees, the ground was
emitting more heat than a Tim Hosdon dirty slap to the jail. Skipper Gummy returned from injury. With great expectation a
coin was tossed and lost. With great joy for Gummy, he may have even danced, the Desi Skipper chose to stand his lads in the
furnace and put us in.
It was very hot and dry at Adelaide Lutheran’s home ground for Para Vista White’s must win match for round 9 of the season.
This week Atkins, back from Bali and fresh, decided to lead from the front and opened with usual suspect, Marc Cossens.
With another mixed side following on from the Blue teams forfeit, Brenton Starke finally won a coin toss and had no hesitation
Gummy, resolute to bat out a lengthy innings, knuckled down. With the score on just 9, a swipe brought his downfall, caught for
batting in the stifling conditions. Jacob Burr and Dilip Baptist padded up and set out to the middle looking to wear down the
4. Gopi Bhujbal joined Cuz and set about building the innings required. It was hot and taxing work, but mental fortitude would
opposition bowlers. The pair had edged their way to 10 before Dilip lost his stumps for 4, with Eggs Ben Gardner replacing
decide this match. With a spread out field early, picking the gaps and putting the poor balls away was the plan. As the Desi
him at the crease. Looking for redemption for a last start failure, and aiming to recapture his good early season form, Eggs
keeper was wilting and the bowlers steaming, our batters remained resolute. Probably the toughest condition I have seen in
started confidently, nudging the ball around the field and rotating the strike. Jacob at the other end continued to stay solid
many years. The partnership was finally broken, after 94 run together. Gopi, exhausted, caught for 26. PV 2/103.
but had trouble piercing the ring field for many runs, getting bogged down by some accurate bowling.
VC Luke McLeod batting at 4, joined Cuz. Turning over the strike was the game. Another significant partnership of 50 before LWith opposition bowling changes frequent, Para Vista’s batsmen found it tough to find any sort of flow to their innings, and
Mac (14) was castled. Ian Martin in at 5. The fielding team were shagged, dirty at their skipper for, frankly, being stupid. Many
with the heat unrelenting, batting became difficult. Eggs decided to try and push the run rate along and became more
drained and dirty looks were exchanged. When Cuz was finally dismissed for 92, the score 4/166, the damage was done and
aggressive, hitting some cracking drives and some interesting mid wicket hoicks, but some good field placing made it difficult
their spirit shattered. Martin (38), Kirtland (17) and Wilson (5) were free to play their shot. Kiran Kumar (18*) at number 8,
for him to find the rope, and at the 20 over mark, Para Vista were 1/48. Unfortunately for Eggs, another one of his drives
played shots with total freedom. Norm Tonkin, making his A-Grade debut, unfortunately Run Out, brought the old bugger, Scott
found a fieldsman and he was caught for a tough 27. Ash Martin strode confidently to the crease looking to take advantage
Brown to the crease. Simple plan, if you can’t hit it out of the park, pick a single (there were plenty) and go again. Brownie’s
of some tiring bowlers and up the tempo of the innings, his intent clear with a couple of big boundaries, but he too found a
innings of better than a-run-a-ball 20 ensured the tail wagged. Harry Pope in for the last over (4). Total: 9/279.
ball with his name on it and lost his off stump for a quickfire 9, Para Vista 3/70 with 15 overs to go.
As the norm, L-Mac opened. Bowling into the wind allowed Brownie to come with it. It wasn’t long before VC slipped one through
and the rot started. McLeod 4/27, all bowled. Brownie’s outswing was unhittable (0/16). Harry Pope first change, too bowled
into the wind, assisting his in-swing. Deserved more success today, but was without luck. Adam Kirtland was also tight, drew
false shots (2/18). After drinks, Tim Wilson (2/7) and Kiran Kumar (1/7) continued the VHP collapse. Norm Tonkin bowling the
one maiden. With most of the VHP team already departed, the visitors were dismissed for 113 runs (18 overs).
Good solid win in trying conditions. Application of mental strength the key. Next Adelaide Lutheran.

ADELAIDE OVER WHITE
It was very hot and dry at Adelaide Lutheran’s home ground for Para Vista White’s must win match for round 9 of the season.
With another mixed side following on from the Blue teams forfeit, Brenton Starke finally won a coin toss and had no hesitation
batting in the stifling conditions. Jacob Burr and Dilip Baptist padded up and set out to the middle looking to wear down the
opposition bowlers. The pair had edged their way to 10 before Dilip lost his stumps for 4, with Eggs Ben Gardner replacing him
at the crease. Looking for redemption for a last start failure, and aiming to recapture his good early season form, Eggs started
confidently, nudging the ball around the field and rotating the strike. Jacob at the other end continued to stay solid but had
trouble piercing the ring field for many runs, getting bogged down by some accurate bowling.
With opposition bowling changes frequent, Para Vista’s batsmen found it tough to find any sort of flow to their innings, and with
the heat unrelenting, batting became difficult. Eggs decided to try and push the run rate along and became more aggressive,
hitting some cracking drives and some interesting mid wicket hoicks, but some good field placing made it difficult for him to find
the rope, and at the 20 over mark, Para Vista were 1/48. Unfortunately for Eggs, another one of his drives found a fieldsman
and he was caught for a tough 27. Ash Martin strode confidently to the crease looking to take advantage of some tiring bowlers
and up the tempo of the innings, his intent clear with a couple of big boundaries, but he too found a ball with his name on it and
lost his off stump for a quickfire 9, Para Vista 3/70 with 15 overs to go.
Promoted in the batting order with a chance to bat freely, Lochie Jackman entered at number five, complete with fashion
sunnies under his hat. Taking a few balls to get his eye in, Big Red’s first scoring shot was a glorious boundary which no doubt
gave him plenty of confidence. At the other end, Jacob was still battling the conditions but had also started to score more freely,
especially through his favourite cover point region, but with the score on 84, his 31 over vigil came to an end when he was
bowled for a gritty 30. In extremely tough conditions for batting he had tried and succeeded to anchor the Goatherders innings.
The next progression is his game is to find a way to rotate the strike a bit more, something he will learn with experience.
With the fall of Jacob’s wicket, the Jackman brothers were united at the crease with Mitch entering the fray. Like his brother,
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‘Little Red’ took a few balls to adjust to the conditions before he stuck some sweetly timed drives to show some more glimpses

of his batting potential (that I’m not sure he even knows he has). The two younguns ran hard between the wickets and put the
pressure back onto the fielders and the innings started to gain momentum until a mix up saw Mitch run out for 9. Running to the
danger end, the older brother was three quarters the way down the pitch before being overruled by his younger sibling and fed
to the proverbial wolves, his speed almost allowing him to regain his ground before the throw made it to the other end. It may
have been a quiet car ride home! Two balls later Lochie was bowled for 13, and when Brodie was bowled for a duck 3 balls after
that, the Para Vista innings had fallen apart, 7/104 with 4 overs remaining.
Veteran Steve Vines, making his return after a bad hamstring injury, and Brenton Starke were left at the crease to try and score
as many as they could to give the Goatherders a defendable total. Aware of having young Lochie Obrien and Roger Wilkins as the
only remaining batsmen after them, they decided to see a couple of overs off before launching for the last 2. With a field being
pushed back for both batsmen, Steve managed to get a couple away before he gloved a short ball and was caught at fine leg for
6. OB Jnr came in and the opposition quick didn’t hold back, knocking his leg stump over first ball. With Roger Wilkins walking in
and six balls remaining, his instructions were to run hard and keep his captain on strike. Some lusty strikes in the last over resulted
in 14 runs coming from it, Starke ending up on an unbeaten 24, and Para Vista scraping their way to 9/135 from their allotted 40
overs.
After some more hydration, and a few more layers of sunscreen, the Goatherders were ready to make a start in the defence of
their total. Opening the bowling downwind was young Brodie Lemon, and into the breeze Big Red Jackman. The wind had become
stronger and gusty over the last half an hour and during his opening over, Lochie had trouble coping with the conditions and the
run up from his end. That didn’t stop him from creating a chance though, the key opening batsman from ALCC providing a tough
chance to Jacob at mid on which he was unable to snaffle. Believing that his young quick would be more comfortable with the
breeze at his back, Starke brought himself on into the breeze and had a couple of edges flying through the gaps instantly. Brodie
from the other end was doing his best to keep it tight without much luck and it took until the other opening batsman had to retire
hurt before the partnership was broken.
Big Red replaced Brodie with the breeze at his back and instantly looked a more comfortable bowler. The runs had started to dry
up and with pressure buiding, the number three played a loose shot and was caught, ALCC 1/51 after 12 overs. Next over Lochie
managed to get the key opener to edge one, but with Eggs standing up to the stumps it was always a case of it needing to stick,
and unfortunately this time it didn’t. With Starke continuing to keep it tight and the Lutheran batsmen looking to see his spell of
bowling off, they started to attack Lochie (0/35 off 6) with some pressure relieving boundaries being scored from some cross bat
hitting of the opener. Even with the boundary protected, he still managed to find a gap and runs quickly flowed. Starke decided
that the best chance was to attack with all his frontline bowlers, and bowled through his allotted overs straight. He managed to
get the second wicket of the innings by bowling the number four, but his spell came to an end after taking 2/21 from his 8 overs.
Ash Martin (1/28 off 4) came into the attack downwind and produced a wicket 4th ball, the number five caught for a duck by the
bowler he replaced. It was a one handed juggling effort at short cover, and Big Red finally managed to grasp it against his body
while rolling on the ground, never once losing his concentration or his fashion sunnies in the process, ALCC 3/84. In an effort to
roll through the batting side, Brodie (0/28 off 6) came back on after his captain to try and make more breakthroughs. He had the
opener top edging one sky high into the gusty wind, a chance that was not taken, and from there the match started to slip away
from the White side. Taking the attack back to the bowlers, the opening batsman again hit out, scoring multiple fours and a couple
of sixes to take the game away from the Goatherders. With that it was decided to give OB Jnr a bowl with a chance to snag a
cheeky wicket or two. He bowled some nice inswingers into the wind, but was unable to grab himself a pole (0/13 from 3.2), and
Roger Wilkins (0/5 from 2) relished the chance to try his luck from the other end for a couple of overs, but he too was unable to
get a wicket alongside his name. In the end, Adelaide Lutheran comfortably passed the target score for the loss of only the three
wickets with just a shade over ten overs to spare, their opener making an unbeaten 85 of them.
The loss was a hard one to take for the White side, who for two weeks in a row have been unable to grab key wickets when
needed the field. The boys stuck to their task extremely well in trying and uncomfortable conditions, something that they should
be very proud of. The chatter was always there, and the support towards their teammates could not be questioned. Mitch
Jackman once again fielded superbly, Dilip seemed to have velcro stuck to his hands the way he stopped everything that came his
way, OB Jnr was always a presence in the field, and Eggs worked hard in the heat behind the stumps despite copping a ball in each
of spots that a player most wants protection. While finals is not yet fully out of reach, it will be an tough battle to reach them. A
week off, followed by the second Derby (with the quiz night to follow that night) should provide the players a chance to refresh
after a hot day and look forward to a fun match next time they take the field.
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